




“ Education is the most 
powerful weapon which you 

can use to change the world.”

Nelson Mandela
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Our intention through the Management Development 
Programme is for delegates to have a life changing 
experience.

By exposing you to local and international best 
practice, as well as practical and relevant content and 
methodologies, taught by leading academics from UKZN 
and professionals associated with our institution, you will 
have a unique opportunity to hone your talents, develop 
critical skills and acquire the knowledge required to make 
a real, measurable impact in your organisation.

The development of world-class managers is an 
imperative for successful organisations. This takes place 
against a backdrop of local and global transformation and 

changing markets for goods and 
services, rapidly evolving new 

technologies and challenging 
increasingly competitive 
business environments. 

Managers are the future 
business leaders of 

South Africa, the region and the world. They require 
competencies and a depth of knowledge that cannot 
be achieved by repeating the practices and procedures 
at work alone. To compete successfully and to build 
sustainable businesses, managers need to be challenged 
and taken out of a comfort zone, but with the support 
needed to learn to become even more effective in their 
roles within the organisation.

We believe that the knowledge and skills you acquire on 
the MDP, will assist you to build your capacity to meet the 
increasingly competitive demands of business in the 21st 
Century.

The MDP is designed to ensure that your learning 
dovetails with your work commitments, through 
modules which run on a monthly basis over a period 
of six months. Each module is led by a hand-picked 
academic faculty, and addresses key business disciplines 
with common themes which run across all aspects of the 
programme. One of these themes is the development 
of competencies, through a Personal Development 
Plan, supported by a team of coaches who meet with 
delegates one  on one to support your career plans.

We look forward to welcoming you to the programme.

Simon Tankard
CEO: UKZN Extended Learning

Message from the CEO:
UKZN Extended Learning (UEL)
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Message from the Dean:
Graduate School of Business and Leadership 

In 2011, the University of KwaZulu-Natal began a 
programme of reorganisation that saw the birth of a new 
school – the Graduate School of Business and Leadership 
(GSB&L). Conceived from the old Graduate School of 
Business, the Centre for Entrepreneurship and the Centre 
for Leadership, the new school was revitalised with a 
genre of academics with a flair for business, with an 
intimate understanding of leading in Africa, and with the 
risk-taking guile of entrepreneurs.

Thus began GSB&L, which became the first business 
school in Africa to emerge from this melting pot of 
change, with a vision to be the premier school of African 
business scholarship and leadership development. Over 
the past two years, we have seen a transformation in the 
way business education is conceptualised, designed, 
and delivered at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Whilst 
there is much academic expertise and areas of research 
internally, we have discovered great value in collaborating 
with business leaders, drawing on real South African  
case-studies. At the GSB&L we are dedicated to educating 
and developing future business leaders. To this end, 
we partner with organisations in fostering a culture of 
business and executive education.

Our executive education programmes, such as the 
Management Development Programme (MDP), challenge 
the paradigm of learning; the way you gather information, 
process it, discuss it with your team – it changes the way 
you view the world and the way the world looks back at 
you. It creates a window of opportunities as you develop, 
not just as a gate keeper, but as an enabler, not just as an 
enforcer of systems and standards, but as an innovator, 
not just as a manager, but as a leader. Hence, our students 

learn to understand and manage cultural and global 
diversity, adapt to change, and identify and pursue 
business opportunities.

In addition to this School belonging to one of the best 
rated Universities in Africa, the GSB&L is a member of the 
South African Business Schools Association (SABSA), and 
a founder member of the Association of BRICS Business 
Schools (ABBS).

I invite you to attend one of our short learning 
programmes through UKZN Extended Learning,
taste what it means to drink from 
the unfathomable well of learning. 
You will be surprised that your 
appetite for learning may 
embolden you to come back for 
more.

Prof. S O Migiro 
Dean and Head of Graduate 
School of Business and 
Leadership
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Introduction to the MDP

 he Management Development Programme   
 (MDP) is uniquely designed to build your
 capacity to lead your organisation into the 
future.  It will challenge your views about management, 
expand your horizons, and enhance your understanding 
of the relevance and role of managers in today’s 
organisations. The MDP will provide you with the 
opportunity to refocus, to immerse yourself in the latest 
thinking about best practice in management, and provide 
you with personal and professional tools to strengthen 
your effectiveness as a manager and leader.  

The programme provides a global context for enhancing 
awareness and organisation wide thinking, from the 
challenges of leading change and transformation, to 

working more effectively in uncertain environments, 
and harnessing technology to ensure that systems and 
procedures are optimised.

A key feature of the programme is the Personal 
Development Plan (PDP) which each delegate undertakes, 
and which runs the length of the programme. The PDP is 
underpinned by a team of executive and management 
coaches, who work one on one with delegates to develop 
competencies that have been identified through 360 
degree feedback from colleagues in their workplaces. This 
personal learning journey ensures that delegates have the 
opportunity to critically examine their personal leadership 
styles, supported by the creative development of a culture 
of performance and execution in the workplace.
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Who should attend: 
This programme is aimed at new or middle managers, who are currently managing others, have the potential to manage 
others, or who wish to grow and develop their management abilities.

Assessment:
The MDP is assessed through a practical project that builds on theory learned across multiple modules. The aim of the 
project is to find solutions to a current business challenge or to explore potential business opportunities within the work 
environment. 

NQF Level:
The Management Development Programme is offered at NQF level 7.

UKZN Alumni:
Graduates of the MDP will be added to the database of Alumni of the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Alumni receive 
University newsletters as well as invitations to exclusive events, which is a wonderful networking opportunity.

Duration and Dates:
Five 3-day block sessions at UKZN in Durban and/or Pietermaritzburg. Each block runs from Thursday through Saturday, 
to accommodate work constraints and requirements, and to minimise time away from work. A final day and graduation 
ceremony will take place on completion of the programme.

Please note that in addition to the management assignment, delegates are expected to participate in all of the block 
sessions in order to successfully complete the MDP. 
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10 Great Reasons to Choose UKZN

UKZN has several exclusive degrees on offer, 
we are the only institution in the world to 
offer training and degrees in the field of
Food Security.

UKZN offers an exceptionally wide 
range of exciting and innovative 
courses that will broaden 
perspectives, foster a capacity for 
independent critical thinking, and 
provide intellectual tools to develop 
your mind, while enhancing your 
career opportunities in the local and 
global marketplace.

Degrees offered have international standing. The 
University has formal links, exchange programmes, 
and collaborative teaching and research programmes 
with many other universities around the globe.

Some high profile businessmen studied 
at UKZN: Sol Kerzner, the developer of Lost 
City and more; Stephen Saad, the CEO and 
founder of Aspen Pharmacare Holdings; Guy 
Brazier, the regional leader of Deloitte and 
Alan Olivier, the CEO of Grindrod Group.

Academic Ranking of World Universities ranked 
UKZN 3rd in Africa and 3rd in South Africa.

The University of KwaZulu 
Natal has five world class 
campus libraries and a 
number of branch 
libraries. Together, 
the libraries contain 
more than 1.4 million 
volumes of journals, 
books, theses, reports 
and other print media. In 
addition there is an audiovisual 
collection and access to a 
growing number of electronic 
resources. UKZN has access to 
more than 23 000 electronic 
journals alone.

The Times Higher Education 
Ranking placed UKZN “within the 
top 400 for the first time” in 2013.

The Webometrics Rankings 
released on 2 August 2013, 
rated UKZN as number one 

in Africa for the impact 
of its web presence and 

relevance to society.

UKZN has been home to many successful 
sportsman over the years: Tommy Bedford, 
a former Springbok Rugby player; Shaun 
Pollock and Jonty Rhodes, South African 
Cricketers. Spud author, John Van De Ruit, 
also graduated from UKZN.

UKZN is the most productive 
university in terms of 
research productivity. 
Nationally, UKZN produced a 
total of 1,424.22 publications 
units, which was the highest 
of the 23 publicly funded 
universities in 2013.

For more information or continuing education: www.ukznextendedlearning.co.za                             UKZNExtendedLearning
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1   Strategic Marketing Management   
Understand the key drivers of customer value, including distribution channels, pricing, product and 
service offerings and consumer behaviour. The module includes a real business simulation with a 
practical exposure to the complexity of starting and growing a business. 

2   Management and Leadership
The global and local context of management and leadership is examined, with the emphasis on 
experiential learning, using real world case studies and examples of best practice. The complexity 
(challenges) of managing within and across business units are also examined in depth.

3   Strategic HR Management
The role of Human Resource Management in the organisation, and the importance of business 
partnering between HR and line management is examined, with a focus on the critical people 
processes involved in sourcing and recruiting talent, maintaining and encouraging engagement of 
employees in the business, and the learning and development pipeline for individuals within the 
organisation. The concept of employer brand value is also explored.

MDP Modules and Dates

Management Development Programme - MDP    |    Coverage / Schedule
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                                 Strategic Marketing Management

                                  Management and Leadership

                                Strategic HR Management

                             Management Strategy

                          Operations and Supply Chain Management

                     Financial Management and Management Accounting

            Technology and Business

 Personal Coaching

11th - 13th

February
2015

12th - 14th

March
2015
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4   Management Strategy 
Strategy and its formulation by the organisation need to be understood, in order to align the execution 
and operations of the business to achieving the vision, mission and goals of the organisation.

5   Operations and Supply Chain Management
The management of the supply and value chain of the organisation and all related operations is 
critically examined, with the customer at the centre of all strategy execution and decision making. 
Content includes: key performance related activities for a business, such as warehousing and 
distribution, procurement, logistics and risk management.

6   Financial Management and Management Accounting
Effective and efficient finance and accounting systems and processes are critical foundations of any 
business, and impact the measurement and assessment of the performance and future sustainability 
of an organisation. Delegates learn key concepts and tools to enable them to make effective decisions 
based on factual information. The module includes: financial management, management and cost 
accounting, introduction to financial statements and ratio analysis, budgeting, legislation and corporate 
governance, the time value of money and Net Present Value (NPV). 

7   Technology and Business
The exponential increase in technology development over the past two decades has seen a 
transformation in business systems, processes and practices. The impact and potential of technology 
for organisations is examined, with a focus on best practice across a number of sectors and leading 
companies. Commensurate business risk with using new technology is reviewed, as is the blending of 
information and communication technologies and their application across different markets, and the 
use of social media to engage with customers.

PERSONAL COACHING 
Personal coaching sessions take place within every block session. Personal mastery is the prerequisite to 
effective management, and this is underpinned by the one on one coaching, 360 degree feedback (and 
a learning focus) on the development of key competencies for effectiveness as a manager.

16th - 18th

April
2015

14th - 16th

May
2015

26th - 27th

June
2015
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Academic / Professional Teaching 
and Facilitation
Full-time academic members of the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), one of the leading tertiary educational 
institutions in Africa, as well as leading professionals from a range of local and international organisations facilitate
on the programme.

Key Faculty and Speakers

Professor Anesh Singh
Anesh is an Associate Professor at UKZN in the Graduate School of Business and Leadership and was seconded 
as of the 1st July 2013 as the Dean of the School of Accounting, Economics and Finance. He obtained BA, MBA 
and DBA degrees from the University of Durban-Westville. Anesh has served as an Executive Member of the IT 
Standards Generating Body of SA, National Vice President of Marketing of the Computer Society of South Africa, 
member of the E-Skills Reference Group and is currently a Vice-President of the Association of BRICS Business 
Schools.

Dr Fayth Ruffin
Fayth is an academic leader at the Public Governance School of Management, Information Technology & 
Governance at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Her career spans law, business, government, the non-profit sector 
and academia. She served as a lawyer, consultant and manager of various public, commercial, non-profit and 
meta-sector organisations prior to joining academia. Fayth’s inter-disciplinary research interests include public-
private partnerships, global/local nexus of municipal governance, global governance and law, and socio-legal 
studies.

Mr Steven Msomi
Steven has extensive experience in wealth management, equity and derivative dealing functions having worked 
for different stock broking, insurance and private banking corporations. He has worked at management levels 
in companies such as SAB Miller, BP Bernstein Stockbrokers, SA Stockbrokers, Sanlam, PSG Konsult and Rand 
Merchant Bank (under the banner of FNB Private Clients), and is a qualified equity dealer of the Johannesburg 
Securities Exchange. Steven is a mentor for Shanduka Black Umbrellas. He also completed a Masters in Business 
Applied Finance at University of Southern Queensland, in Australia, and is currently pursuing his PhD (Finance) at 
Walden University in the US.

Dr Abdul Kader
Abdul is currently heading up Leadership and Development within Nedbank Integrated Channels KZN.  His 
primary responsibility is to partner with business and ensure that staff are competent to perform at optimal levels. 
His corporate experience has exposed him to the complexity of managing the duality of revenue growth and cost 
efficiency, and ensuring that execution and measurements of success both to clients, staff, shareholders and the 
organisation are effective and measurable. Abdul is an adjunct lecturer at the Graduate School of Business and 
Leadership at UKZN where he lectures to MBA and M.Comm students in Advance Strategy, Managing Strategic 
Change and Research Methodology.
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Mr Hans Salisbury
Hans teaches Operations Management, Supply Chain Management and Logistics Management to third year 
and postgraduate students on the Pietermaritzburg campus of the University of KwaZulu-Natal. For much of his 
career, he has worked as an agricultural consultant and project manager for a range of enterprises in Australia, 
Indonesia, Spain, Sudan and the USA. He brings a practical hands-on approach to the field of Supply Chain 
Management.

Mr Farai Kwenda
Farai is a lecturer and PhD candidate in the School Accounting, Economics and Finance with research interests in 
corporate finance and micro finance. He has extensive expertise in the areas of Corporate Finance and Financial 
Management, Capital Market Theory, Financial Risk Management, and International Business Finance. He also has 
interests in Financial Literacy, Investment and Entrepreneurship.

Mr Simon Tankard
Simon is the CEO of UKZN Extended Learning. He completed his studies in Industrial Psychology at UKZN, 
and holds BCom (Unisa) and MBA (Warwick) business qualifications. He is currently a PhD candidate at UKZN, 
researching the psychology of entrepreneurship. Simon worked for South African Breweries and the Anglovaal 
Group before focusing on executive education. He has travelled widely and has directed executive development 
programmes in Ethiopia, India, Singapore, Dubai and China. He currently chairs a technical task team of the 
Human Resource Development Council of South Africa.

Dr Mabutho Sibanda
Mabutho is a seasoned academic with six years investment banking and nine years lecturing experience.  
He holds an Advanced Diploma in Banking; Bachelor of Commerce (Finance) Honours; MSc in Finance and 
Investment from the National University of Science and Technology and received a PhD in Finance from UKZN.  
He recently also graduated with a Postgraduate Diploma in Higher Education from UKZN. Mabutho is a Member 
of the Investments Analysts Society South Africa and an Associate Member of the Institute of Risk Management 
South Africa. He is currently a lecturer of Finance and Academic Leader - Finance in the School of Accounting, 
Economics and Finance.

Professor Manoj Maharaj
Manoj is an Associate Professor in the School of Information Systems & Technology at UKZN. He recently 
concentrated on his research in Information Systems, specialising in Information Security and other emerging 
information technologies, including web 2.0 and ICT for development (ICT4D). He has successfully supervised 
many postgraduate students in Information Systems and published extensively with his students. He is also 
a member of the following professional bodies: South African Mathematics Society, American Mathematical 
Society, South African Relativity Society, the South African Institute for Computer Scientists and Information 
Technologists (SAICSIT) and Association for Information Systems (AIS).

Ms Ann Turner
Ann is a qualified Industrial Psychologist & Work Performance Coach, and has experience in industry and 
consulting, having worked with organisations including SA Sugar Association, Illovo Sugar Ltd, Decorland, 
MassDiscounters, Nedbank and Telkom. She is a specialist coach, and is qualified to use a wide range of 
assessment tools in support of individual and organisational development.



Testimonials

A practical value add, applied manager’s course - the personal development and
content has value on team, operations, financial, business and strategic thinking.
Sihlensenkosi Mfeka - Manager: Client Relations, ABSA

It certainly opened my mind to more creative thinking and applying all aspects of
management in the course.
Jeffrey Le Roux - Forestry Manager, SAPPI

Sitting in a room with people from different industries brought an excellent
dynamic to the course.
Pranesh Sukhdeo - Assistant General Manager, TSOGO SUN - UMHLANGA SANDS
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Frequently Asked Questions

What qualification will I gain on completion of the MDP?

What can I do with the certificate?

Does the MDP provide credits towards study or access to an MBA?

When is the MDP offered?

How will I be assessed?

Delegates will receive a certificate from the University of KwaZulu-Natal confirming
their successful completion of the MDP.

Many students who have completed the MDP were able to advance in their careers and gain 
new responsibilities. Those students who were already employed in these fields found that the 
programme enabled them to reach higher levels within their organisations.

A four year degree or equivalent qualification is a national requirement for 
entry into MBA studies. The successful completion of the MDP will enhance the 
possible entry into an MBA programme.

The Management Development Programme is offered twice 
a year. The first intake is in February and the second intake is 
in July of every year.

The MDP is assessed through a practical project that builds on theory learned across multiple 
modules. The aim of the project is to find solutions to a current business challenge or to 
explore potential business opportunities within the work environment. 

Q

Q
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A
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A
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How to Apply

Applying for the programme
Please submit your application form either by email or by post
to the programme manager, Shaughnnessa Govender: 

email: govendersh@ukzn.ac.za

Att: Shaughnnessa Govender
University of Kwazulu-Natal
Howard College Campus
Innovation Centre, Room 212
Gate 9, Rick Turner Road, Durban, 4001

Online details are available via our website:
www.ukznextendedlearning.co.za

For any other queries please contact us on +27 31 260 1234

Entrance requirements
•    Matric Exemption (or equivalent)
•    Minimum of 3 years work experience

Fees
The fee of R39 790 (incl. VAT) covers the 
cost of all course materials, functions 
and excursions, meals and refreshments 
on the modules.

The fee does not include 
accommodation costs on the local 
module or travel to and from the venue.
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Contact us

Hotel Address Contact

Coastlands on the 
Ridge Hotel 315-319 Peter Mokaba Ridge Tel: +27 31 271 8200

The Royal Hotel 267 Anton Lembede (Smith) Street Tel: +27 31 333 6000
email: res1@theroyal.co.za 

The Hilton 12-14 Walnut Road Tel: +27 31 336 8100
email: Durban_Reservations@hilton.com

Southern Sun 
Elangeni & Maharani 63 O R Tambo Parade Tel: +27 31 362 1300

email: sselangenimaharani.reservations@tsogosun.com

Protea Hotel
Edward Durban 149 O R Tambo Parade Tel: +27 31 337 3681

ACCOMMODATION
Out-of-town delegates are encouraged to stay at one of the following hotels:

Durban Office
Tel: +27 31 260 1234
Fax: +27 31 260 3798
Email: enquiries.uel@ukzn.ac.za

University of Kwazulu-Natal
Howard College Campus
Innovation Centre, Room 212
Gate 9, Rick Turner Road, Durban, 4001

Pietermaritzburg Office
Tel : +27 33 260 5712 / 6096

UKZN Extended Learning
University of Kwa-Zulu Natal
Clocktower Building, Gate M14
Pietermaritzburg Campus

www.ukznextendedlearning.co.za

FINANCE
Study loan available from ABSA – you can cover all your study
costs and even finance a laptop or Apple iPad.
Durban Office: Tel: +27 31 277 3700




